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We study the time-dependent dynamical phase of fractional quasiparticles in quantum Hall states
using Ramsey interferometry. A Ramsey two-pulse voltage modulation generates an interference
term in the current noise of a quantum point contact oscillating with the dynamical phase. We
show that the interference pattern probes the Green’s function of the fractional quasi-particles in
the time domain and reveals the fractional charge. We address both the case of a point-like tunnel
junction and the case of momentum-resolved tunneling which also provides information on the speed
of those quasiparticles propagating along the edge. For the 5/2 fractional quantum Hall case, the
Ramsey signal can differentiate between the Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states.
One of the main attributes of the fractional quantum
Hall effect is the occurrence of excitations with fractional
charge and statistics. The edge states of such a quan-
tum Hall system are described by a chiral Luttinger liq-
uid effective theory which illustrates the emergence of
fractional quasi-particles due to electron-electron inter-
actions in quantum Hall states.1,2
Ramsey interferometry has been recently suggested
to probe the dynamics of mesoscopic electron systems3
and strongly correlated systems such as one-dimensional
quasicondensates4, spin ensembles5 and Rydberg atoms6.
Here, we study Ramsey interferometry in the Abelian
and 5/2 non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall states at
the edges, through the quantum Hall bar geometry.
A small constriction in the Hall bar induces a cou-
pling between the counter-propagating edge states (see
Fig. 1). Such a quantum point contact (QPC) leads to
tunneling of particles from one edge to the other. Apply-
ing a Ramsey voltage modulation composed of two short
pulses involves tunneling of particles during the voltage
pulses. Ramsey interference is the result of the interfer-
ence between a particle tunneling during the first pulse
and a particle tunneling during the second pulse and it
oscillates with the time delay between the pulses which
we denote by t0. Therefore the Ramsey protocol allows
for a time resolved measurement of the dynamical phase
and Green’s function of the tunneling particles by scan-
ning the time delay t0 between the voltage pulses.
We consider Laughlin states with filling factor ν =
1
2n+1 where n is an integer
7 although our method can be
easily adapted to other quantum Hall states. The frac-
tional quasi-particle with charge q = eν creation operator
is expressed by the bosonic chiral fields φR/L (x)
2,8,9
ψ†f,R/L (x) ∼ eiφR/L(x) (1)
where R/L denote the right/left moving particles on dif-
ferent edges. An electron is composed of ν−1 fractional
quasi-particles, thus its creation operator is given by
ψ†e,R/L (x) ∼ ei
φR,L(x)
ν . (2)
Here, L and R refer to left/right moving electrons on
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Illustration of the two geometries of a QPC. The
quantum Hall fluid is marked in grey. The black lines indicate
the chiral edge states. a) Tunneling between the two edges of
a Hall bar: the transport is driven by Laughlin quasiparticles.
The tunneling particles are the fractional quasi-particles. b)
Tunneling between two separated Hall droplets. The tunneling
particles here are electrons.
different edges. The commutation relations
[φL (x1) , φR (x2)] = 0[
φR/L (x1) , φR/L (x2)
]
= ±ipiνsign (x1 − x2)
(3)
ensure the correct anti-commutation relation for the elec-
trons and lead to a fractional statistics for the quasi-
particles
ψf,R/L (x)ψf,R/L (x
′) = eipiνψf,R/L (x′)ψf,R/L (x) . (4)
A quantum point contact can be designed in two ge-
ometries represented in Fig. 1. A constriction in the
Hall bar leads to tunneling of fractional quasi-particles
through the bulk of the Hall bar (see Fig. 1a). Alterna-
tively, points on two different quantum Hall droplets can
be pinched close to each other (see Fig. 1b). In such a
case only electrons or holes can tunnel. Below, we study
the Ramsey protocol for these two scenarios.
The tunneling of particles from one edge to another
via a QPC located at x = 0 is described by the
Hamiltonian:2,8,9
HQPC = De
iϕ(t)ψ†L (x = 0)ψR (x = 0) + h.c. (5)
where the dynamical phase ϕ(t) is defined by
ϕ (t) ≡ q
∫ t
dt′V (t′) , (6)
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2where V (t) is the voltage drop across the QPC and q
is the charge of the tunneling particle. The dynamical
phase factor encodes the charge of the tunneling parti-
cle (ψ = ψf or ψ = ψe). Hereafter, we fix the Planck
constant to ~ = h/(2pi) = 1.
Quantum interferences between tunneling events at
different times can be revealed by the current noise.
Hence we will derive the effect of a time-dependent volt-
age modulation on the current noise. The current (op-
erator) between the two edges flowing through the QPC
takes the form
IQPC = iqDe
iϕ(t)ψ†L (x = 0)ψR (x = 0) + h.c. (7)
Since we consider time-dependent voltage modulations
we apply the Keldysh formalism which is suitable to de-
scribe non-equilibrium systems10. To lowest order in per-
turbation theory, the current-current correlation function
symmetrized on the two branches of the Keldysh contour
is
M2(t1, t2) =
1
22
∑
η1η2=±
〈IQPC (tη11 ) IQPC (tη22 )〉 , (8)
where η1/2 are Keldysh indices and the expectation value
〈〉 is taken with respect to a system without a QPC.
The current involves an operator at x = 0 only, thus to
shorten the notations hereafter we suppress the position
of the operators. We find the current-current correlation
function to second order in D
M2 (t1, t2) =
1
4
q2D2
∑
η1η2=±[
〈ψ†L(tη11 )ψL(tη22 )〉〈ψR(tη11 )ψ†R(tη22 )〉eiϕ(t1)e−iϕ(t2)
+ 〈ψL(tη11 )ψ†L(tη22 )〉〈ψ†R(tη11 )ψR(tη22 )〉e−iϕ(t1)eiϕ(t2)
]
.
(9)
The current noise is defined as the Fourier transform
of the current-current correlation function
S(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1dt2M2(t1, t2)e
iω(t1−t2). (10)
For a dc voltage Eq. (10) results in the well known Schot-
tky formula11–13. Now, we shall also include the effect
of time-dependent voltage modulations. Within the sta-
tionary phase approximation the main contributions to
the integral in Eq. (10) come from times where the ar-
gument of the imaginary exponent is stationary. The
stationary conditions for the first term in Eq. (9) are
ϕ˙ (t1) + ω = 0 − ϕ˙ (t2)− ω = 0 (11)
whereas for the second term in Eq. (9) they are
− ϕ˙ (t1) + ω = 0 ϕ˙ (t2)− ω = 0. (12)
For simplicity we consider a positive voltage modula-
tion ϕ(t) ≥ 0. Hence for positive frequencies, the main
contributions to the noise are solely from the second term
of Eq. (9) at times t1, t2 satisfying ϕ˙(t1) = ϕ˙(t2). The
double-integral can be approximated by its integrand at
equal voltage times
V (t1) = V (t2) = ω, (13)
resulting in
S(ω > 0) ∼ 1
4
q2D2
×
∑
{t1,t2|V (t1)=V (t2)}
e−iϕ(t1)+iωt1eiϕ(t2)−iωt2
×
∑
η1η2=±
Gη1η2L (t1 − t2)Gη1η2R (t1 − t2), (14)
where we have defined the Green’s functions of the tun-
neling particles
Gη1η2L (t1 − t2) = 〈ψL(tη11 )ψ†L(tη22 )〉
Gη1η2R (t1 − t2) = 〈ψ†R(tη11 )ψR(tη22 )〉.
(15)
Next, we consider the Ramsey voltage modulation
composed of two short pulses separated by the delay time
t0 on top of a constant voltage
V (t) = V0(t) + V0(t− t0) + Vdc. (16)
For pulse durations much smaller than the delay time t0
we can approximate the pulse by a Dirac delta function
qV0(t) ≈ ϕ0δ(t). Therefore, there are four possibilities
to satisfy the stationary condition (13) for the Ramsey
voltage modulations :
t1 = t2 = 0 (17)
t1 = t2 = t0 (18)
t1 = 0 t2 = t0 (19)
t1 = t0 t2 = 0. (20)
The noise under the Ramsey voltage modulation can be
approximated by the sum of these four main contribu-
tions. The equal time contributions (17)-(18) are the
noise due to a single voltage pulse and are therefore triv-
ial. The sum over the contributions from (19)-(20) shows
the Ramsey interference between a particle tunneling at
the first pulse (t = 0) and a particle tunneling at the
second pulse (t = t0). The resulting expression for the
noise is
S(ω > 0, t0) ∼ 1
4
q2D2
∑
η1η2=±[
2 + 2Re
{
e−iϕ0ei(ω−qVdc)t0Gη1η2L (t0)G
η1η2
R (t0)
}]
(21)
where we have invoked the time-reversal symmetry of
the Green’s functions Gηη
′
R/L (t) = G
η′η
R/L (−t) to express
3the contribution of (19) as the complex conjugate of the
contribution of (20). Eq. (21) is applicable to other
quantum Hall states.
The current noise exhibits a Ramsey interference pat-
tern oscillating with the delay time between the pulses t0
at frequency ω − qVdc. We show below that the charge
appearing in this formula is the dressed charge in the
fluid meaning the charge of the Laughlin quasiparticles
for the case of Fig. 1(a) and the charge of the electron
for the case of Fig. 1(b). The amplitude of the oscilla-
tions provides informations on the Green’s functions of
the tunneling particles. Thus, measuring the noise as a
function of the time delay t0 also allows us to detect the
Green’s functions of the particles in the time domain.
For Laughlin states the Green’s functions of the frac-
tional quasi-particles is given by14
Gη1η2L/R,f (t) =
[
sin
(
iχηη′ (t)piT
(
t± xv
))
piTτ
]−ν
(22)
where τ is a short-time cut-off and the function χηη′(t)
is defined as
χηη′ (t) ≡ η + η
′
2
sgn (t)− η − η
′
2
. (23)
Using eq. (21) we find the current noise under the
Ramsey voltage modulation
Sf (ω > 0) ≈ 2(eν)2D2
[
1 + cospiν
×
(
sinh (piTt0)
piTτ
)−2ν
cos ((ω − eνVdc)t0 − ϕ0)
]
. (24)
In the high temperature limit T  t−10 the ampli-
tude of the Ramsey oscillations decay exponentially as
exp{−2piνT t0} whereas in the low temperature limit
T  t−10 the amplitude is a power low
(
t0
τ
)−2ν
. The
crossover between these two regimes can be observed by
scanning the delay time t0.
The decay of the Ramsey interference is not a result of
a finite lifetime of the excitations. Actually, the fractional
quasi-particle ψ†f (q) is an eigen-state of the Hamiltonian
with energy  = vq where v is the edge (magnetoplas-
mon) velocity15. The decay of the Ramsey interference
is a measure of the envelope of the wave-function of the
fractional quasi-particle in time (and space by duality).
Next, we find the noise when the tunneling particles are
electrons and show the difference between the two cases.
The Green’s functions of the electrons is equivalent to Eq.
(22) under the exchange ν → 1ν . Therefore noise of the
electron current under the Ramsey voltage modulation is
given by
Se(ω > 0) ≈ 2e2D2
[
1 + cos
pi
ν
×
(
sinh (piTt0)
piTτ
)− 2ν
cos ((ω − eVdc)t0 − ϕ0)
]
. (25)
For the integer quantum Hall situation with ν = 1, the
quasi-particles can be identified to the electrons and Eqs.
(24) and (25) coincide.
Comparing the fractional quasi-particles’ noise (Eq.
(24)) and the electrons’ noise (Eq. (25)) reveals that
the fractionalization manifests itself in the Ramsey in-
terference pattern in three different places: 1) The pref-
actor (qD)2. This is a result of the definition of the
current. The fractional charges measured from Schot-
tky noise measures this prefactor.16–19 2) The Green’s
function of the tunneling particles.20–22 3) The dynam-
ical phase factor qVdc. The formation of interferences
in time allows one to measure the charge conjugated to
the electric field. We have shown how the nature of the
tunneling particles can be detected by the Ramsey inter-
ference, including their charge and Green’s function.
The Ramsey signal is a result of interferences between
two tunneling events at the same QPC separated by the
time t0, while in the Mach-Zehnder geometry
23, the in-
terference is a result of interference between tunneling
events at two different QPCs. The time delay t0 between
the voltage pulses can be scanned in a continuous manner
in contrast to the length L of the Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometer making the Ramsey interferometry advantageous
for measuring the Green’s function. The phase detected
by the Mach Zehnder interference is determined by the
magnetic flux enclosed by the two arms of the interferom-
eter, while the Ramsey interference is determined by the
dynamical phase accumulated by the particles between
the two pulses qVdct0.
Mach-Zehnder interferometers can also probe the
charge fractionalization24, and the statistics of quasi-
particles25,26 since they detect the phase acquired by an
edge quasi-particle circling the bulk quasi-particles. In
practice, however, the number of quasi-particles in the
bulk is diffcult to control. Ramsey interferometry in-
volves only a single QPC, hence it does not depend on the
bulk quasi-particles and cannot detect exchange statis-
tics. Another type of time-interferometry experiment is
the electronic Hong-Ou-Mandel analog which provides in-
formation on the time-shape of the electronic wave packet
and its decoherence.27–29 The Hong-Ou-Mandel geome-
try involves interferences between two different (although
perhaps indistinguishable) particles whereas the Ramsey
interference involves a single particle.
Next, we address momentum-resolved tunneling in
which the tunnel junction is long compared to the Fermi
4wavelength30–34. The tunneling Hamiltonian reads
HT =
D
2pia
∫ L
0
dxψ†L (x, t)ψR (x, t) e
iqBx+iϕ(t) + h.c.
(26)
where L is the length of the tunnel junction and a = vτ is
a short scale cut-off. In Fig. 1(b), the tunneling electron
acquires a momentum boost qB = qBd/~ as a result of
the magnetic field B applied perpendicular to the plane,
d is the distance between the counter propagating modes.
The tunneling current is thus given by
I = i
qD
2pia
∫ L
0
dxψ†L (x, t)ψR (x, t) e
iqBx+iϕ(t) +h.c. (27)
Under the Ramsey voltage modulation, to second order
in D, the noise takes the form
S (ω > 0) ≈
q2D2L
2 (2pia)
2
∑
η1η2
∫ L
−L
dx
[
Gη1η2L (x, 0)G
η1η2
R (x, 0) e
−iqBx
+Re
{
e−iϕ0+i(ω−qVdc)t0Gη1η2L (x, t0)G
η1η2
R (x, t0) e
−iqBx
}]
.
(28)
We first assume that the tunneling particles are elec-
trons. The same reasoning will be then applied to the
Laughlin quasiparticles in the case of a long tunneling re-
gion through the bulk. Without loss of generality we take
qB > 0, thus we close the integral contour in Eq. (28)
in the lower half plane. The poles of G++ and G−+ are
in the upper half plane therefore they do dot contribute
to the noise. The main contributions to the integral over
G−− and G+− come from the divergence at x = −vt0 so∫ L
−L
dxG−−L (x, t0)G
−−
R (x, t0) e
−iqBx
=
∫ L
−L
dxG+−L (x, t0)G
+−
R (x, t0) e
−iqBx
≈
[
− sinh (2piTt0)
piTτ
]−ν
eiqBvt0 . (29)
In order to find the prefactor we compare it with the
exact result for free electrons (ν = 1) at zero temperature∫ L
−L
dxG−−L (x, t0)G
−−
R (x, t0) e
−iqBx = i
pivτ2
t0
eiqBvt0 .
(30)
Hence, we conclude that∫ L
−L
dxG−−L (x, t0)G
−−
R (x, t0) e
−iqBx
= i2piuτ
[
sinh (2piTt0)
piTτ
]−ν
eiqBvt0 . (31)
Finally, the noise under the Ramsey voltage modulation
is given by
S (ω > 0) ≈ q2D2 L
2pia
×(
1 +
[
sinh (2piTt0)
piTτ
]−ν
sin ((ω − qVdc + qBv) t0 − ϕ0)
)
.
(32)
Here, the frequency of the Ramsey oscillations depends
also on the momentum boost qB and on the velocity v.
The amplitude of the Ramsey signal behaves as in the
case of a point-like tunnel junction Eq. (24).
For fractional quasi-particles, the above expression re-
mains valid under the replacement ν → ν−1.
As an example of the ability of Ramsey interferometry
to distinguish between different theories, we consider a
quantum Hall bar at filling factor 52 , which is presumed
to support non-Abelian excitations and consequently is
of major interest for topological quantum computation35,
and we compare between two of its candidates: the Pfaf-
fian state36, and its particle-hole conjugate, the anti-
Pfaffian state37,38. The most relevant tunneling process
of quasi-particles at a QPC is of quasi-particles with
charge q = e4 described by the operator
38–40
ψP/AP ∝ σei 12 (φc±αφn) (33)
where σ is an Ising spin field, φc is a charged bosonic field
and φn is a neutral bosonic field. Here P/AP denote the
Paffian and anti-Paffian states with α = 0 in the Pfaffian
state and α = 1 in the anti-Pfaffian state.
Using the corresponding Green’s functions38–42 in Eq.
(21) we find the current noise under the Ramsey voltage
modulation
S(ω > 0, t0) ∼ 2
(e
4
)2
D2
[
1 + cos
(
pi
1 + α2
4
)
×
[
sinh (piTt0)
piTτ
]− 12−α22
cos
(
ω − e
4
Vdc − ϕ∗0
)]
, (34)
where ϕ∗0 ≡ ϕ0 + pi16
(
3 + 8α2
)
. Thus, Ramsey interfer-
ometry can differentiate between the Pfaffian and anti-
Pfaffian states. Recent experiments support the particle-
hole Pfaffian state for the description of the state at
ν = 52
43–45. The particle-hole Pfaffian state is similar
to the Pfaffian state, but the Majorana field propagates
in the opposite direction to the charged boson. There-
fore, Ramsey interferometry can not distinguish between
the Pfaffian and the particle-hole Pfaffian states.
To conclude, we suggest to probe the time dependent
dynamical phase of fractional quasi-particles as well as
their Green’s function in time by generalizing Ramsey
interferometry to quantum Hall edge states. This probe
is then useful to characterize topological states of matter
and light46, and could be generalized to superconductors
through the time dynamics of Bogoliubov quasiparticles.
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